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1. Introduction 
 

 

It is impossible to write a full analysis even of a short text. A text, just like the 

world, has as many aspects as we are able to discover or to define in it. Since 

science develops, the number of aspects increases, too. The aspects are deter-

mined by us according to our interest. Something in the text is important for lit-

erary science, something else for politics, culture, psychology, cooking, or the 

news reported by it. There are many books written about text analysis; in them, 

one has discovered a lot of regularities some of which attained the status of laws, 

i.e. they have been derived from a theory constructed in the background, its indi-

vidual hypotheses have been positively tested and one has found links between 

the given and other properties of the text. Quantitative text analysis becomes 

slowly unfathomable and the production of books increases quickly using me-

chanical computing machines. Here we shall restrict ourselves to a smaller circle 

of problems, namely those of rhyme and shall not try to construct a theory but 

rather derive some concrete hypotheses and describe some properties of the giv-

en texts. The result should help to make a step into the depth. 

  Rhyme is represented by the phonetic similarity of words occurring – in 

our case – at the end of the lines of a poem. There are, of course, also internal or 

initial rhymes but we can omit them here. Since they are constructed of words or 

parts of words, e.g. syllables, morphemes, clitics, or simply vowels, they have a 

number of properties many of which have been at least stated and classified. 

There are descriptions in many languages. Inventories of properties can be found 

also on the Internet in many languages (e.g.https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Reim# 

Reime_nach_ phonologischer_Struktur or https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Rhyme). 

Needless to say, in every language there are also poems without rhyme. 

  Rhyme, just as any other linguistic entity, has as many properties as we 

are able to define. If it consists of words, it has all the properties of a word. The-

se properties can be quantified, measured, and ordered according to size and one 

can fit a mathematical model to this order. One fits it either tentatively, induct-

ively, i.e. one seeks a function or distribution which expresses the order of num-

bers adequately; or one works deductively and starts with an hypothesis con-

taining some factors which are active during the writing of the text. 

  Rhyme is a linguistic construct and as such it is a part of a dynamic system 

– called language – underlying self-organization and self-regulation. The sim-

plest process concerning rhyme is the development of its properties in time. One 

can conjecture that without any development, rhymes can become trivial, ex-

pected and aesthetically inefficient. In order to avoid this state, there are already 

rhyme dictionaries in some languages. Since rhyme has an aesthetic function, it 

must change its form just as anything else in art. Further, since it is a linguistic 

structure, its properties must be in some association with other linguistic prop-

erties; that means, there are some links between the rhyme-type and the other 

words of the verse, or between the rhyme and some properties of language, or 

between the various properties of rhyme. However, it is not always easy to find 

them. Are the rhyme properties associated with the properties of the given poem?

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%20Reim# Reime_nach_ phonologischer_Struktur
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%20Reim# Reime_nach_ phonologischer_Struktur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%20Rhyme
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 But how should one define the properties of poems? And what is more: how do 

we quantify and measure them?  

  The classification of rhymes is merely a problem of definitions, the first 

activity in any type of research, but the quantification of their properties, inter-

relations and development is a continuation of this first step landing finally 

somewhere in mathematics. Needless to say, one cannot scrutinize everything at 

once but one can show a way which could be followed, corroborated or rejected. 

One can try to look behind the curtain of surface and make a step into the depth. 

  Here we shall be concerned with the numeric evaluation of some prop-

erties both with individual writers and in language as a whole. There are few his-

torical investigations up to now. We can mention e.g. the study of the evolution 

of the open rhyme in Slovak which displays a clear tendency (cf. Štukovský, 

Altmann 1965, 1966). Does it exist in other languages, too? 

  In what follows, we shall investigate the length of the rhyme word, its 

appartenance to a part of speech, the open and closed rhyme words, and the pairs 

of rhyme words; we shall compare poems, writers, languages, types of poetry. 

We shall try to quantify each aspect, set up models and perform significance 

tests. It is not possible to study all forms of rhyme because the number of types 

is enormous and we must restrict ourselves to a small number of languages. For 

each problem we use some poems in different languages but not necessarily all 

of our data. A detailed analysis of all poems by the Romanian poet M.Eminescu 

has already been presented (cf. Popescu et al. 2015), here we shall try to general-

ize it. 

  It must be remarked that the last word of the line is taken into account on-

ly if it forms a rhyme with the last word of some other verse. The not rhymed 

verses were simply omitted; if three verses formed a rhyme than all three were 

counted and there were two subsequent pairs. 

  As will be shown, the mathematical modeling of rhyme properties is no 

simple matter. Since we have to do with different languages, different authors 

who wrote the poems in their private development, different age, different con-

tents, different styles, etc., we must expect that every point of view brings at 

least one model, and there will always be exceptions that cannot be satisfactorily 

captured. But the striving for high artistic performance forces the poet to go his 

own way which is not the same as with other authors. From our point of view, 

we strive merely to capture formally the regularities – if there are any – leaving 

the comment concerning exceptions to a collaboration of literary scientists and 

”qualitative” linguists. 

  A very complex question which has not been even touched up to now is 

the relation between rhyme words. The question is: are the rhymed words in 

some relation to one another? Consider for example the rhymed words in the first 

strophe of Der Erlkönig by Goethe: Wind – Kind; Arm – warm (wind – child; 

arm – warm). There is surely no semantic relation. But there may be poems in 

which one finds something. Hence poems can be distinguished also according to 

the degree of semantic relations of rhymed words. The question is how to meas-

ure the degree of semantic or grammatical, or phonetic relation. Could one take 

into account historical issues, earlier occurrence together, the extent of phonetic 
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similarity, etc. Could one consider the rhyme words as belonging to various 

hrebs (= entities defined by L. Hřebíček) and measure their weight? An analysis 

of hrebs in Romanian can be found in Tătar; Lupea; Altmann 2014. 

  One may obtain an indicator which has many properties, but the differ-

ences must be testable and one must place this phenomenon in some control cy-

cle. There are a number of questions that may be asked and we hope that these 

aspects will be inserted in a future rhyme theory. 

  The types of rhyme may depend both on the writer, on the language and 

its evolution, on the poetry type, onomatopoetic coloring, etc. It is not possible to 

study all aspects but step by step one can obtain individual results. It can even be 

expected (and hoped) that for each aspect of rhyme there will be created a differ-

ent theory.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




